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Focused on driving results, Sesha leverages her extensive background
in sales, marketing, operations, and innovation to influence
organizations of every size and scope. From entrepreneurial startups
to large corporations, Sesha’s vast real-world experience spans careers
in consumer goods, technology, banking, healthcare, and insurance.

Sesha has an inherent ability to comprehend the many issues and
challenges that face organizations in today’s world of constant
change, disruption, and uncertainty. Passionate about empowering
others with the knowledge, tools, and resources they need to make an
immediate impact, Sesha works with business professionals to sustain
long-term results at their organizations.
 
“It is a different world of constant change, disruption, and uncertainty
in which tomorrow’s leaders will need greater emotional awareness
and agility to motivate, inspire, and empower,” she explains. “In
preparing professionals to lead with creativity and innovation, I get
excited to develop programs built from the latest discoveries around
when humans are at their best.”
 
A seasoned leadership consultant and trainer with nearly two decades
of business experience, Sesha specializes in equipping leaders with
the knowledge, tools, and resources to make an immediate impact in
their organization. “Understanding real world challenges from the
human perspective is key to helping professionals accelerate their
growth as leaders,” she says.
 
Sesha holds a Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical engineering
from University at Buffalo and is a certified Everything DiSC®
facilitator, designating her certification to administer personality
profile assessments and coaching services. She is an ICF accredited
coach and trained at the world renowned CaPP Institute. She
specializes in strengths-based and positive psychology practices.

Sesha is a leadership
consultant and trainer

with more than 15
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a business leader. 
 

Her mission? 
 

To implement
programs inspire

leaders, teams and
individuals to create
environments where

everyone has the
opportunity to

flourish.


